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About SecREEts

SecREEts is a project receiving funding from the European Commission Horizon 2020 programme for research & innovation. It aims to establish a secure and stable supply of Rare Earth Elements (REEs) in Europe, using sustainable extraction methods from European apatite sources used in the production of NPK fertilisers. SecREEts partners are developing pilot processes for a sustainable extraction, separation and manufacturing of REEs to create permanent magnets for application to areas such as electric vehicles, industrial motors, wind turbines, with replication potential in consumer products or medical equipment. The main objective of SecREEts is to set up a new integrated European value chain for extraction, refining and production of REEs.

SecREEts partners are:
SINTEF AS – Norway – Coordinator
Yara International ASA – Norway – Industrial pilot
REEtec AS – Norway – Industrial Pilot
Less Common Metals Ltd – UK – Industrial Pilot
Vacuumschmelze GmbH & Co KG – Germany
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Prospex Institute vzw – Belgium

Please find all relevant information and latest updates on the project website:
www.secreets.eu

Twitter - @Secreets_H2020
LinkedIn page - SecREEts
About the Report

This report gives a summary of the activities and results of the 4th SecREEts Policy Council. Prospex Institute, the partner leading SecREEts public engagement activities, organised the 4th Policy Council in form of a stakeholder workshop on 03 June 2022 in Brussels. The workshop was titled:

“Obstacles, Impacts and Recommendations for the future of the European REE value chain”

Why this workshop?
SecREEts regularly organises European stakeholder workshops, called Policy Councils, to discuss ongoing issues and questions related to REE supply in Europe. These events gather a wide range of stakeholders covering the different industries using REE in Europe, as well as researchers, policymakers, non-profit organisations, schools, citizens...

For this 2022 edition, following up on the previous Policy Council in September 2021, stakeholders discussed solutions and policy recommendations for impact mitigation of the critical incidents for REE use & supply in Europe that had been identified in 2019.

What happened at the workshop?
Stakeholders were first introduced to the topic through two presentations:
- An introduction to SecREEts by Dr Arne Petter Ratvik, Senior Scientist at SINTEF and SecREEts project coordinator
- An overview of what happened during the previous Policy Council by Stefan Haenen from Prospex Institute. During this introduction, the process that led to the co-creation of the heatmap of critical incidents for REE supply and use in Europe was presented to participants.

After this scene-setter presentations, participants were then guided by Prospex Institute’s professional moderators in a brainstorming exercise to examine existing or identify additional events (Critical incidents) that could impact the supply and use of REE in Europe in answer to the question:

What critical incidents affecting REE supply and use in Europe have happened since the last Policy Council? Which critical incidents do you think have further materialised?

The collective brainstorming started already during a networking dinner before the event and resulted in the timeline (next page).
**November 2021**

Greenland bans uranium mining, blocking vast rare earths project

Launch of DiscoverREEs

Neo Performance Materials planned magnet factory in Estonia

A joint effort between the Estonian Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications and Neo Performance Materials has been launched to examine a possible expansion of Neo’s current production of advanced rare earth element products in Estonia, and well as to potentially launch new manufacturing processes based on REE-based metal alloys, and magnetic materials for use in electric vehicles and other green technologies.

**January 2022**

European Raw Materials Alliance (ERMA) releases Action Plan to secure access to REE for European industry

- Report outlines current and projected EU demand for REE and steps which should be taken to secure their supply
- ERMA ran a stakeholder consultation process to understand regulatory barriers and bottlenecks
- 12 sectors, 4 key recommendations
  - Creation of a level playing field
  - European OESs (original equipment suppliers) will need to consider potential commitments to having a significant percentage share of REM from European producers
  - Ensure long-term forecasting of all materials containing REEs in Europe, facilitating their reprocessing and recycling
  - Fiscal contribution by EU to Member State financial levers including state aid
- Inigger large private investments in the emerging European rare earth value chain

**March 2022**

China merges key rare earth producers

New mining giant will be formed of three government-owned companies, strengthening China’s control over the rare earth industry

**April 2022**

EIT Raw Materials launches circular System for Assessing RE sustainability - CySARE

- The project aims to help strengthen the transition to a CE through tracking and traceability of REM
- The scheme will help companies improve the transparency and sustainability of their supply chain and provide the handling of REM is not linked to poor ESC standards
- Improving transparency will also pave the way to increase consumer confidence
- This Blockchain-based scheme will also make standards more reliable and consistent

**May 2022**

China about to tighten exports

In December of 2020, China joined many other countries in passing an Export Control Law

- New export protocol - when it becomes law, it will empower the Chinese Government to carry out a "risk assessment" and impose exporters of products that can have military applications to provide documentation of the intended use by the buyers in an effort to halt the militarization of sensitive technologies
- Potentially in line with critical incident #2 identified in the 3rd PCI

Scandium under the lens of REACH leading to issues for the Ti alloy supply chain

Studies showing that scandium can produce hazardous gases - if categorized as dangerous metal, need to find alternative solutions which will take time

**FEBRUARY 2022**

Russian invasion of Ukraine

- Impacts on global commodity markets – prices in several metals and mineral prices
- Current crisis brings to the fore bottlenecks and risks in the fragile critical mineral supply chains
- Western countries sanction may disrupt US-European rare earths supply chain, as setback Europe’s attempts to reduce reliance on China for the critical materials

Biden-Harris Administration announces major investments in domestic production of key critical minerals and materials

US Companies Announce Major Investments to Expand Domestic Critical Minerals Supply Chain Breaking Dependence on China and Boosting Sustainable Practices

- US companies announce major investments to expand domestic critical minerals supply chain
- Breaking dependence on China and boosting sustainable practices

Proposal for a Directive on regulation on due diligence

Bigger responsibilities on companies for their supply chain - including waste management

**July 2021**

EU - Ukraine sign ‘strategic partnership’ on raw materials

- EU - Ukraine partnership has wider global relevance
- Ukraine becoming heart of a European value chain - strategic importance also in the REE feed metal context
- The alliance aims to strengthen the EU’s “strategic autonomy” on raw materials

**NIPvE Project (Portugal) 2019**

Plan is to use nature’s own systems to respond to the challenges and to balance their impacts. Preventing greenhouses are REE and/or Lithium recovery, Lithium concentrations, and nutrients incorporation.

**REPOWER-EU - accelerate RE transition (mention of CRN supply chain)**

- Plan aims to increase the 2030 target for EU recoverable energy from 40% to 45% of total supplies, via a significant stepping up of both solar and windpower installations
- Ongoing wind power may put considerable pressure on critical rare earth supplies and permanent magnets
- Accelerate RE transition (mention of CRN Supply Chain)

**ongoing**

Citizens against mining across Europe: protests in Portugal, Serbia, Romania

- Highlights environmental and economic trade-offs in the transition to cleaner energy
- In line with critical incident identified in the last PCI Council
- Citizens protesting in Caceres (Spain), UN World Heritage. The proposed project has set off strong local opposition
- Jan 2021: Plan for Lithium mine in Serbia cancelled following weeks of major protests
- Portugal October 2023

Gazprom - cutting ties, diversifying energy supplies

- Increase in transport prices / availability
- Escalations China - Taiwan
- Economic impact on Permanent Magnet production if energy prices increase
The Russian invasion of Ukraine was added to the initial four critical incidents identified during the previous Policy Council, as most of the participants agreed on the fact that it could be qualified as critical for REE supply and use in Europe.

1. Transition to a Carbon Neutral Economy
2. Impact of Chinese export policies
3. Breakthrough in substitution of REE
4. Citizens are against mining REE in Europe
5. Russian invasion of Ukraine

Looking at the Critical incidents, participants were invited to select two of the critical incidents to further discuss in small groups and identify potential solutions to mitigate OR maximise the impact and/or likelihood of selected critical incidents for REE supply and use in Europe.

The results of the discussions are presented on the pages that follow.
Within the Critical Incident 1: Transitioning to a carbon-neutral economy, two situations were examined:

1. The energy transition and e-mobility happen so fast that this creates scarcity for REE,
2. The Electric Vehicle (EV) revolution.

Overview of current state of play
There are currently two main drivers in the transition towards carbon neutrality: Electric Vehicles (EVs) and Wind Industry. For the wind industry, REE are mostly needed for offshore wind turbines, as onshore is efficient enough with the magnets that are currently being used. In addition, RE magnets are a relatively new technology for offshore. The likelihood of one of those industries driving the change or being impacted by REE supply challenges in Europe is higher with EVs, with a strong expected increase of REE demand in the automotive sector. As opposed to wind turbines that are an industrial product, EVs are a consumer product.

Discussion: Solutions explored & bottlenecks
To mitigate the likelihood of this risk, Policy Council participants identified the following recommendations:

/ Support recycling and substitution schemes

a) REE recycling (technologies already exist and are mature enough for upscaling, but there are difficulties around the value chain)
To make this solution viable there is a need for:
- more efficient waste and end-of-life collection schemes and policies in Europe, to avoid products are sent abroad,
- standardisation in magnet production & design for recycling,
- development of recycling chains – the technology is there and needs to be scaled up,
- ensuring proper communication among players,
- subsidising recycling facilities.

As Europe lacks its own sources of REE, recycling will be crucial to tackle the REE criticality in Europe. However, the recycling solution will become viable several years from now as there is still not enough recycling material available: the installations are still being used, not near their end of life yet. If there is a fast increase in demand, and if we consider the lifetime of products (e.g., 15 years), recycling is too slow compared to current needs.

b) Substitution technologies
There is a public interest in finding alternative technologies. For EVs, one solution that has been explored by participants is REE-free permanent magnets. It was highlighted that more efficient batteries are needed: more
Efficient batteries allow more REE-free permanent magnets.

/ Innovation and R&D to deploy non-REE magnets should be fostered

This would require a joint public and private effort, ideally in this decade. However, at the moment, some bottlenecks impeding the substitution have been identified:
- REE-free magnets are not as performant as the REE magnets,
- the substitution technologies exist, but they are not completely mature or certified,
- within Europe, there is a lack of production capacities and gaps in the process, especially a lack of expertise to scale up magnet production.

Strong support from policy actors is needed to spur change in the industry.

/ Optimize the material cycles (flows and stocks) on a system level instead of optimization of individual technologies

This requires:
- quantified data on material flow and stock, including future scenarios,
- national and international regulation on circular economy strategies and policies,
- include the whole R-ladder, not only recycling:
  - product design guidelines;
  - product substitution;
  - product standardization.

/ Encourage vertical integration of OEMs with upstream stages: encourage private companies to enter the mining sector

- This could foster long-term agreements for supply.
- This could reduce the financial exposure of mining activities with downstream support (investments) & reduce the timescale to come to market.
- From a policy perspective, private companies need to have a clear signal from policy makers on their commitment to EV adoption and related regulation.

/ Provide demand-side solutions

Attempting to reduce demand of EVs has been identified as critical in alleviating bottlenecks caused by faster-than-expected demand.

In the case of EVs, to reduce the expected high demand, the encouragement of less personal vehicle use by citizens has been recognized as high priority. To achieve the goal of demand reduction, identified solutions include:
- increase of investments in public transport infrastructure,
- taxation of personal vehicle use and subsidies to public transport.
Critical Incident 2

Impact of Chinese export policies

Within the Critical Incident 2: Impact of Chinese export policies, two situations were examined:

1. Example 1: China floods the market with cheap REE products and magnets, and
2. Example 2: China cuts down exports.

Example 1: China floods the market with cheap REE products and magnets

Overview of current state of play
Within this first example, two starting points were made
a. it is possible that China could exert control over the exporters of REE:
   • the structure of the market is such that it is easy for the State to control the extraction and marketing (export of the REE);
b. it is impossible for China to exert control over the export of magnets:
   • the structure of the market is such that it does not allow for State intervention.

China is a member of the WTO. Statistics in China are generally not considered to be very reliable, making it difficult to analyse and predict developments. Sanctioning of companies selling at overly low prices (as perceived by the State) happened in the past.

Downstream production in China is subsidised in many forms, meaning that already lower-cost operations are able to maintain competitive positions European or other non-Chinese assets are unable to reach. Lower prices as a result of a flooded market would, therefore, impact European producers more significantly.

Recently, at least one Chinese company tried to enter the EU market by establishing a company in Poland, but the Russian invasion in Ukraine blocked that plan.

However, the likelihood of this incident materialising has been classified by some participants as low.

Discussion: Solutions explored & bottlenecks

/ Further integration of the value chain
It could take the form of cross-ownership of companies from the same value chain that are at the various levels up- and downstream of the REE/magnets value chain.

/ Develop strategic alliances and treaty frameworks to secure the regular supply of REE/magnets.
To develop this, action is needed at the level of institutions and policymakers as well as at the level of businesses (companies) and trade associations.
/ Include OEMs in the value chain

OEMs need to be made responsible for the sustainability and resilience of the value chain. Their motivation lies in the strategic dependence on regular uninterrupted supply.

/ Enabling Chinese companies to establish themselves in the EU should be facilitated.

Long-term incentives are indispensable for the development of an integrated value chain, ideally complemented by regulations and ESG (due diligence/sustainability) monitoring and action.

/ Revert technological flows that used to be directed toward China...

... so as to flow back to the EU (and the US) who seem to have lost the technological expertise that cannot be created in a short period of time.

/ Respect for basic design rules (technical regulations, standards) in magnets development/production...

... which is already at a very early stage.

/ Strong value chain from mining through production of magnets to recycling.

/ “Domestication” of the Chinese companies

in the sense of their incorporation (alone or in joint venture) would be a must.

/ Support to economies so that EU projects become interesting for investors:

- incentives (subsidies) need to be provided over a longer term so as to develop a real capacity to operate on the market on a lasting basis,
- stockpiling should be encouraged in the short-term and hedging mechanisms developed.

/ Investment in human capital should be encouraged...

...especially concerning the refining and end-product-making in Europe.

/ Investment with other (strategic) allies should be prioritised:

Possibilities of actions within the WTO should be examined and used to the advantage of the value chains.

/ Incentivise through government subsidies:

In order to incentivise new capacity addition (and to maintain current assets), government subsidies could go a long way to ensure asset level economics are feasible (see for example bi-partisan bill in the US).
Example 2: China cuts down exports

Overview of current state of play
The entire value chain is currently dominated by China. In addition, the market is witnessing an expansion abroad, especially in its mining phase, and sees increasing levels of control over the companies active in that industry. Further consolidation is taking place. In December 2020, a regulation was adopted that provides a legal basis for the adoption of measures regarding REE (among others, export control). Compared to the previous incident of China flooding the market, a cut in Chinese export has been considered more likely to manifest and can thus be considered as a higher risk incident.

If conceived as a geopolitical tool, with some degree of miscalculation, a Chinese export ban might target value added products that could severely impact existing industrial activities (EU magnets consumers) or by deterring new actors from entering the market, exposing them to more uncertainty.

Discussion: Solutions explored & bottlenecks
There is no response to a sudden halt in exports from China: the EU industry cannot provide an immediate solution, which means that only mid- and long-term solutions can be examined. Recommendations that follow are applicable in the medium- and long runs:

/ Better use of EU’s own resources and their development
From existing raw materials to the not-yet-existing technical and technological expertise.
/ Development and use of EU’s competitive advantages...
...where they exist, and invest in becoming a stronger negotiating partner.

/ Investment in human capital should be encouraged.

/ Investment with other (strategic) allies should be prioritized.

/ Targeting available substitute end-user applications...
...such as induction motors over permanent magnet motors for EVs to safeguard industrial operations over consumer preferences.

/ Engage with China more closely to address market distortion measures...
- ...bilaterally (the USA have launched a Commerce Department investigation under Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act for national security reasons)
- ...or multilaterally recurring to WTO measures, with the former being considered harmful by the European Union

/ Speed up the development of magnet production capacity in the EU...
...making China aware of the consequences of the decision to block exports geopolitically, as a means of modern warfare. The solution could be to organise multilateral talks and eventually place certain questions (extraction of the REEs and production of magnets – basic questions) under common tutelage: it is probably not realistic to expect that resources could be managed collectively, but it might be envisaged to establish some forms of predictability over their quantities and timing so as to ensure more appropriate planning.

In the particular context of this scenario, China is and will remain an inevitable interlocutor, meaning that ways of communicating with it successfully need to be explored, developed and secured.
Overview of current state of play
We are seeing a surge in the demand for REEs in Europe. Offshore wind farms for example are a significant driver in this, with the next generation of turbines requiring over 15 tons of REEs each. The need for permanent magnets was perceived as a critical driver, pushing REE volume in different sectors. All this implies a massive competition within Europe for these resources, between different REE-based applications, which in turn will drive the need for viable substitution technology.

The discussion explored the state of play of different options to match this increasing demand with supply, including:

- alternative / substitution technology, e.g., induction motors. Overall, it was suggested that substitution tech currently lacks evidence of its efficacy, and that there is currently no viable substitute for REE permanent magnets;
- hybrid magnets in the same vein could be a promising alternative technology, but their performance is still unclear;
- lower-performance substitutes such as ferrite-based permanent magnets are an alternative technology, depending on the kind of performance needed from the end-user;
- recycling might not be a “magic bullet” presently, but can be effective if combined with re-thinking the design of REE-applications (more efficient / more second-life design), increasing own EU supply through domestic mines.

A few important transversal points regarding future substitution technology were raised:

- more R&D in rare-earth permanent magnet substitutes would be crucial. An existing example is the EU PASSENGER project focusing on substituting NdFeB permanent magnets. This could include R&D into batteries, however this would require the use of other critical raw materials;
- neodymium is considered a “divine material”, i.e. it has excellent properties – it is therefore extremely difficult to match the performance it can generate through alternative materials;
- perhaps there is a need for a consideration of alternatives at a different or higher level, i.e. for our energy needs;
- similarly, there needs to be a technology-neutral approach in the energy transition overall: e.g., push also fuel-cell vehicles, not just EVs;
• price for REEs is both an enabler and disabler for substitution technology. Considering future price fluctuations, it is crucial to have substitution contingencies in place, in case REE prices surge;
• similarly, substitution costs are often underestimated;
• the size of a product affects the substitution potential: for example, for a large product such as an MRI scanner, there is less of a need to be extremely compact with the magnets required, and therefore alternatives can be more easily used;
• the performance requirements of an application will determine the specifications of the product. These, in turn, need to be assessed in light of the cost of different options (e.g., a more costly high-performance REE permanent magnets vs. a less-costly yet (currently) lower-performing alternative).
• there is no one-permanent-magnet-fits-all — an application’s requirements, size, cost of different options..., all need to be integrated into decision-making regarding to go for REE-technology or a substitute.

Discussion: Solutions explored & bottlenecks

/ Evaluate / benchmark / categorise

• perform proper evaluation of substitutes, including their performance, comparative cost and environmental footprint;
• categorise and create an overview of different options: hybrid magnets, iron-nitride magnets, manganese-aluminium magnets;
• develop REE-free e-motors, wind turbines etc., assess cost and perform Life Cycle Assessment (LCA).

/ Policies and institutions

• substitution is technologically feasible but will not be automatically streamlined in the right direction. Public policies are necessary to help with that;
• replacement or substitution-related policies must be harmonised with other constraints (e.g., REACH), including environmental aspects;
• REE replacement or substitution policies are strongly related to other critical raw materials supply chains – coordination is necessary;
• mainstream long-term strategic thinking with civil servants. Thinking should not only be expert-based;
• short-term and long-term public investments and incentives.

/ R&D

• more R&D support for alternative technologies at EU level, e.g., through innovation funds;
• invest in R&D: improve the efficiency of magnet technology, as well as expansion of frontiers of material sciences;
• at what level is R&D? Basic science and / or permanent magnets?
• apply Rare Earth R&D to ferrite-based applications (potential for breakthroughs);
• understand and map REE bottlenecks. Direct where R&D is needed;
• SnNb for land-based applications.

/ Recycling / second-life / circularity

• mixture of recycling and replacement / substitution – Europe also needs to be more efficient in the way it uses REE (cf. above);
• circularity implies a change of mindset: conduct awareness-raising campaigns to create grass-roots support and social pressure towards the right policies.

/ Build a European closed loop supply chain; create more permanent magnets producers in Europe and encourage collaboration
Critical Incident 4

Citizens are against mining REE in Europe

Overview of current state of play
This critical incident is already materialising. In the past years, certain events showing citizens disapproval of mining have happened. The most recent example was, as per the timeline above, with Serbia having to interrupt a $2.4 billion lithium mining project in the face of protests – the Serbian government revoked mining licences to the group Rio Tinto which was planning lithium mining. This project would have been sufficient to bring lithium for the production of about one million electric vehicles, though protesters showed concern over water pollution. A similar case occurred in November 2021 in Greenland, where the parliament passed a bill to ban a uranium mining project, upon which a large-scale project intended to extract rare earth as a by-product. Among different reasons, a concern about radioactivity of the product was at the heart of the decision.

Discussion: Solutions explored & bottlenecks
In order to mitigate the likelihood of this risk, participants identified a number of recommendations upon which national and European policymakers as well as industry players in the mining sector but also rare-earth-using industries can act.

/ Moving from perception to fact – awareness-raising on a social level
With a rise in extremist movements and a general skepticism towards politics or the European Union, the right narrative is key to avoiding perception bypassing facts in discussions.
- adopt a long-term, full lifecycle narrative to improve understanding of the reasons for mining (e.g., what the materials are used for, how they contribute to our daily life and society...),
- take into account the emotional aspect of these discussions and work with professionals from social science and humanities. This can help avoid misinformation and disinformation.

/ Engage with the local community
Mining projects have a big impact from a financial and economic perspective and a project being shut down has a massive impact. However, even if a project is very important, it is essential to acknowledge and respect communities’ disagreements. Some steps that can be implemented to finetune mining projects to local realities include:
- implement from the start inclusive democratic decision-making processes on the ground, that go beyond consultation (citizen assemblies, referendums etc., at municipality level),
• ensure the issues (why, why is this important, where, impacts, externalities) are understood,
• go to a sufficient level of granularity when explaining these facts – communities living closer to where the mining is happening are differently impacted compared to those living further away and thus will have different perceptions and understandings. This is also valid for other demographic data, with the impact being potentially different based on gender or ethnic background, for instance,
• identify a local neutral intermediary to speak for the community and to inform and explain what the mining project is about,
• ensure the local community benefits from some trade-off: different options can be explored for mining projects to offer compensation such as:
  ▫ direct financial incentives – dividends that mining companies would give to local communities,
  ▫ indirect compensation - de-taxation of landownership where mining will happen, job creation & re-skilling programmes, improved local everyday life infrastructure.

/ Improving mining capabilities to increase chances of social acceptability
• Keep on innovating to make mining technologies more environment-friendly and decrease issues and risks which can arise from mining and affect the local community (e.g., concerns around radioactivity). This implies support for innovation through national and European funding or education (e.g., Horizon programme, Erasmus +).
• Provide education opportunities for jobs in the mining sector, especially with the local community so they can get involved in the project and benefit from it.
• Pick up on pre-existing experience to address issues and build upon Best Available Technologies (BAT).

/ Think about the full lifecycle of the mine
Opening a mine implies that, at some point, resources will run out and the mine will have to close. What happens to the local community which has built its economy on the mine?
• Start identifying early on end-of-lifecycle plans in terms of economic transition of the area. Lessons can be drawn from other European areas where mines have closed (e.g., former coal mines).

/ Keep in mind that Rare Earths are always a mining by-product
This means there are other options than opening new mines. This includes valorizing tailings of existing mining or industrial processes that contain REE, recycling end-of-life products that contain REE, exploring urban mining...
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine
As mentioned above, one group also discussed on the impacts that the Russian invasion of Ukraine might have on REE. The energy impact is very important as Europe gets large amounts of energy from Russia – we are already experiencing higher energy prices and higher living costs; this has put a lot of pressure on Europe and the responses are not easy to find. REE could be one of the catalysts, with a “Cascading effect” on many other products used in high-tech.

Discussion: Solutions explored & bottlenecks:
- More focus on EU production
- Diversifying supply chain
- More focus on Recycling in EU
- Better interactions between EU/US

/ Explore options to diminish REE needs
- Projections of REE demand in Europe are not necessarily going to represent the exact reality of the market. It could possibly mean that less REE than expected will be needed, lowering the need for domestic mining.
- Other supply options can also be explored such as recycling but also substitution (see critical incident 3).
- Means of decreasing the need for REE can be explored all the way down the value chain. There is a need for a full lifecycle approach to identify possible areas of resource efficiency (e.g., substitution of REE earth, longer-lasting end-products, less need for the end-product in itself...).
Conclusion

Through discussion with workshop participants, the exercise enabled stakeholders from different industries and backgrounds to share their vision and jointly explore and identify solutions and policy recommendations on the future of REE supply and use in Europe.

During the exercise, each participant took part in examining two different critical incidents; every group discussed a different critical incident, identified solutions and shortcomings, and formulated the specific policy responses that seem appropriate in the area.

The carousel setting provided space for interaction and contributed to raising the level of awareness of the problems, at the same time contributing to increased creativity in problem-solving.

Some of the policy recommendations were the same across several critical incidents (e.g., substitution and recycling, better use of existing resources; need for an adequate policy response and for an action at the strategic level; supply chain integration and resilience), as they are reflecting the need for a coordinated general approach and a global solution, while the other policy recommendations only relate to a specific critical incident and to its special nature.

Flowing from this exercise, the main recommendations for the future of the European REE value chain are:
- on the supply side, focus on substitution and recycling technologies (technical solutions),
- on the demand side, give priority to solutions that foster taming the demand in order to avoid overheating of the sectors,
- better coordination between EU/US, coordinated approach towards China and Russia,
- diversification of supply chain, its integration and reinforced resilience,
- awareness raising and proper consultation in decision-making processes (social impact).
document II.
Discussion Paper
A EUROPEAN VALUE CHAIN FROM RARE EARTHS TO MAGNETS AND BEYOND ESTABLISHED!

The President of the European Commission, Ms Von der Leyen, in her most recent State of the Union Address of 14 September 2022, in the part relating to the SMEs and industry, expressly mentioned the criticality of both securing the supply and processing of the rare earth materials. The President of the European Commission announced that they "will identify strategic projects all along the supply chain, from extraction to refining, from processing to recycling« and »will build up strategic reserves where supply is at risk." The President of the European Commission also announced the European Critical Raw Materials Act that is now in the public consultation.

The REEs have made up their way on the agenda of the policy makers for obvious reasons, some of them being expressly mentioned in the SEU Address. The situation has changed dramatically in the last four years when compared with the circumstances at the beginning of the launch of the SecREEts project, whose objective was to establish a European value chain in Rare Earth Elements. There is a project – SecREEts – that can be exploited as an example on which to learn and follow; even though it would need to be further upgraded, all the basics are there already.

Several broader aspects of the Circular European Value Chains (CEVC) - technological, economic, regulatory, but also stakeholders (STK) and Social Licenses to operate (SLO) may be exposed as crucial, especially now when it is not only wanted, but more importantly made obligatory (prescribed) that there must be a certain type of dialogue established at different levels, both within the EU Member States and at the level of the EU.

Both public institutions as well as businesses are in a crucial need of support of their stakeholders if they want to succeed in their individual or collective endeavours in the energy and digital transitions.

This paper, which may presumptuously bear the title of “Policy Paper” proceeds from the research of the landscape, both institutional and legal, that exists in the area of REE as seen through the lenses of the SecREEts project. This landscape is sufficiently, maybe even too densely populated. In spite of efforts made, this policy paper cannot make a major contribution to improving that landscape: suggesting establishment of a new body, association or similar would not be productive.

Instead of proposing new forms and structures, it seems that the existing actors

---

2 By 2030, our demand for those rare earth metals will increase fivefold. (SEU)
need to be brought to a new, different and higher level of collaboration and interaction with each other and with their stakeholders. In this regard, the new solutions from the EU Climate Law will need to be applied and tested. This will hopefully be done on the basis of the existing knowledge and experience. There is no need to reinvent the wheel, however the wheel can be made better, more versatile to move faster and in a more reliable way.

(CIRCULAR) EUROPEAN VALUE CHAINS – (C)EVCs

I. INTRODUCTION

Ms Von der Leyen, the President of the European Commission, described the European Green Deal, the European Commission’s flagship initiative as a »European man on the moon moment«. Mr Timmermans, European Commission Executive Vice-President for the European Green Deal, stated that »humanity is going through one of the most transformational periods in history«.

The role of businesses, other organisations and consumers in making investment, innovation and purchasing decisions is stated to be fundamental, as an essential complement to (although not a substitute for) legislation that will, if and when passed, be the most radical EU climate and environmental legislation ever seen. Reliance on state action alone will be insufficient. The European Climate Pact, as a fundamental element of the European Green Deal expressly seeks to promote the involvement of citizens, businesses and civil society in taking voluntary action in furtherance of the EU’s climate goals. As the Commission states therein, the Green Deal can only succeed if “citizens, communities, companies and organisations play their part, alongside government policies and regulation”.

As announced by President Von der Leyen, the aim is to “bring about a change of behaviour, from the individual to the largest multinational”.

In March 2022, the European Commission unveiled its Sustainable Products Initiative (SPI) for a public consultation (ended in June 2022), a new proposal that is expected to contribute to the objectives of the European Green Deal and the EU’s Circular Economy Action Plan (CEAP) of 2020. The SPI will aim to reduce waste and make products made or sold in Europe fit for a climate neutral, resource-efficient and circular economy. This will be essential to ensure the competitiveness of European industry in the longer term, guaranteeing that its businesses retain competitiveness in the con-

5 Kingston, Suzanne, Competition Law, Climate Change &Environmental Sustainability, Concurrences 2021, p. III.
6 Ibidem, foreword, p.I.
text of the transition to meet the net zero by 2050 target.

This transition represents the journey towards competitive sustainability⁹.

A successful industrial transition will require growing demand for climate neutral raw material inputs. Unfortunately, market demand for climate neutral basic materials and final products currently remains underdeveloped or even non-existent in some EU product markets.

The COVID-19 has put a strain on Global Value Chains (GVCs), which are prone to disruptions due to pandemics, environmental disasters, wars, political changes, geopolitical strategies and numerous other factors. There is a growing political debate to rethink Global Value Chains (GVCs) and to promote European Value Chains (EVCs).

On 10 March 2020, the European Commission adopted the EU Industrial Strategy to lead the twin transitions towards climate neutrality and digital leadership. It reflects on a new paradigm for the European Union, namely in its strategic autonomy in key technologies and access to raw materials, which involves multiple initiatives such as: the Important Projects of Common European Interest (IPCEI), a new EU pharmaceutical strategy in 2020, an Action Plan on Critical Raw Materials¹⁰…

More recently, on 30 March 2022, the European Commission released its First 2022 Circular Economy Package. This is a key moment for the transition towards a climate neutral and circular future. The package includes an array of horizontal and sector-specific legislation which aims to accelerate the transformation towards a European Circular Economy, including the widely anticipated Ecodesign for Sustainable Products Regulation (ESPR).

On July 14, the Commission proposed legislative measures to implement the goal of becoming net zero by 2050¹¹.

The European Climate Law was adopted in June 2022¹². The experience gained from that law (by its legal form a regulation, therefore no need for transposition and national implementing measures) can be useful in many regards, not just for the mining activities.

Public participation is specifically addressed in Article 9 that provides that:

>1. The Commission shall engage with all parts of society to enable and empower them to take action towards a just and socially fair transition to a climate-neutral and climate-resilient society. The Commission shall facilitate an inclusive and accessible process at all levels, including at national, regional and local level and with social partners, academia, the business community, citizens and civil society, for the exchange of best practice and to identify actions to contribute to the achieve-

⁹ Competitive sustainability can be defined as the ability of an economy, companies and industrial ecosystems to excel relative to international competitors in their transition to a sustainable economy – with climate neutrality at its core – through investment in the necessary innovation. Cf CISL. https://www.cisl.cam.ac.uk/resources/low-carbon-transformation-publications/developing-the-eus-competitive-sustainability-for-a-resilient-recovery-and-dynamic-growth, last visited on 8 November 2022.


ment of the objectives of this Regulation. The Commission may also draw on the public consultations and on the multilevel climate and energy dialogues as set up by Member States in accordance with Articles 10 and 11 of Regulation (EU) 2018/1999.

2. The Commission shall use all appropriate instruments, including the European Climate Pact, to engage citizens, social partners and stakeholders, and foster dialogue and the diffusion of science-based information about climate change and its social and gender equality aspects.«

When it comes to stakeholder engagement, Article 11, providing for multilevel climate and energy dialogue, is of particular importance. According to this provision, directly applicable in all the Member States, »each Member State shall establish a multilevel climate and energy dialogue pursuant to national rules, in which local authorities, civil society organisations, business community, investors and other relevant stakeholders and the general public are able actively to engage and discuss the achievement of the Union’s climate-neutrality objective set out in Article 2(1) of Regulation (EU) 2021/1119 and the different scenarios envisaged for energy and climate policies, including for the long term, and review progress, unless it already has a structure which serves the same purpose. Integrated national energy and climate plans may be discussed within the framework of such a dialogue.«.

However, no amount of policy papers or even legislation will make a real and tangible transformation at the level of businesses and other organisations that is needed for the attainment of the ambitiously set goals. In addition, the businesses and organisations can only successfully transform themselves if they are supported in their endeavours by the relevant stakeholders, both direct as well as indirect.

II. THE CHALLENGE

Put simply, the challenge is to achieve the net zero through the different transitions, most notably energy and digital transitions within the deadlines set by the political institutions.

The race to meet net-zero is a quest to transform the societies as we know them today. It is not only a technological or economic challenge, it is also cultural and political process that will only bring results if those who are agents of change – everyone - will have a stake in the process and will feel included.

However, even if every person is an agent of transformation towards net zero, there are actors that carry much more weight and have the potential of transformation at a higher scale and faster. These actors of transformation need to be aware of their role and responsibilities and need to be equipped with all the tools needed to transform themselves and to then induce the transformation in the systems of which they are part. As they are often the frontrunners and trailblazers, they need to be actively supported, especially in the early elimination of the regulatory and investment hurdles.
III. ASSIST THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE BUSINESSSES AND ORGANISATIONS WITH THE ENGAGEMENT OF ALL THE STAKEHOLDERS TO INTEGRATE THEM INTO THE CEVCs

This initiative is completely in line with the obligations of the EU Member States from the Article 11 of the EU Climate Law.

There are two sets of activities:

1. for the individual companies or groups of companies at the same level in the value chain;
2. for all the participants in/of the value chain, i.e. the value chain, existing (transforming itself) or future (yet to be established).

The answer to the question "How to assist businesses, organisations and stakeholders in their efforts to transform" is central to all the activities this Policy Paper aims to address. Some of the indicative activities the project wanted to develop and offer to those interested are listed below:  

- access to information (not only legislation, more essentially the business intelligence that – based on AI – can help establish or transform the European value chains quickly – soon enough in the worst case);
- access to financing and investment (in mining or recycling, new or improved technologies) through the EIB/EIF, the EU financing and the Members States (at the national and sub national levels); however, given the requirements of the scale and of time (the imperative of urgency), the activities at the EU level seem the most efficient and appropriate (sometimes also the only ones capable of creating the desired effects);
- the off-the-shelf solutions for businesses, organisations (including the EU, the states and their various emanations) and stakeholders;
- policy papers on general questions of establishment of the (circular) European value chains (CEVC) and on individual questions related to them (e.g. product design and product liability, recycling, social license to operate);
- templates of transformational business plans for CEVC;
- draft new generation of contracts and agreements for the CEVC ("competitive collaboration", see CISL; similarly »collaborative competition« could be further developed);
- provision of advice and assistance in networking and establishment of new CEVCs or reform of the existing European value chains to the subjects in the process of transformation – at the level of business associations, at the level of Member States, at the European and at the global level;
- stakeholder mapping and engagement and assuring continued engagement and interaction, developing new forms of businesses that serve the communities;
- PR, dissemination of best practices, role models and leading initiatives at the conferences and presentations to various publics.

13 There are numerous other projects that already being implemented and whose objectives are to serve the same needs of the companies or value chains. See for an example European Covenant for SMEs ...
IV. HOW TO WORK?

The objective of the project is to assist our partners in establishing new CEVCs and assist in transforming (adapting) the existing ones to their new roles.

First, a CEVC Strategy paper would be useful to develop by all the partners in order to agree on the basic assumptions and common objectives. It would contain several crucial elements that would be further elaborated in Action Plans as the logical next step (at the various levels: European, industry, product or service, target group, stakeholders whose engagements is sought after).

Such a Strategy Paper could start with the question “What is a Circular European Value Chain (CEVC)”?

A CEVC is an inclusive integrated network of all the stakeholders in the production of a product or delivery of a service, including the costumers and prosumers. »European« does not mean that non-European is excluded, it only denotes the specific European way of developing value chains so that they fulfil the objectives and satisfy the needs in Europe (where these exist). This general definition would then be adapted to the specific situation of the product or service at stake (e.g. magnets).

At the general level, issues such as “competition vs/& collaboration”, “regulation – incentivisation/deterrence (+/-) – auto-organisation” could usefully be addressed. Other societal aspects to be covered: institutions (transformation/reform/change), political systems and forms of direct participation in the government (flexibility, technology-based solutions for the uninterrupted feedback), citizen’s initiatives etc.

Second, a bundle of documentation and databases (legislation, PR, policy papers, questionnaires...) that could serve as a handbook (checklist) for re-defining of new/existing CEVC. These would be made available to the businesses, organisations and stakeholders embarking on the process of transformation.

Questions on which solutions could be developed are: integration into a CEVC, (new substance of) contractual relations within a CEVC, competition-collaboration (“competitive sustainability”), internal/external stakeholders and their engagement, and similar.

For instance, in the legal area (for illustrative purposes here), an indicative list of legal aspects of the CEVC could be the following:

1. Legislation and regulations in general: preparation and participation in legislative procedures at global, EU and national levels (lobbying, hearings, pressure groups, NGOs, drafting and sponsoring of drafts and proposals for legislative solutions); advice, assistance, legal facilitation of the system transformation;
2. Innovation in the legal field: innovative contracts e.g., to finance green projects and system change towards sustainability (e.g., inclusion of “green” circular objectives and clauses in funding contracts, redesigning of relations with distributors, suppliers, and costumers; design of the circular value chains and relations in the circular value chains,
etc.), helping large systems to focus on sustainable action (active and preventive: helping to achieve climate goals, redirection and systemic transformation);

3. Innovation in the mapping and integration of all stakeholders (less competition-more collaboration, at least when it comes to certain vital areas that can only be improved by joining the efforts), from stakeholder mapping to forming networks, consortia and more longer-lasting forms of collaboration;

4. Court and other fora proceedings (litigation):

   a. active: against large and significant offenders or those lagging behind (international organisations, countries, multinationals and large national systems) – annulment, compensation and other procedures at various levels and fora;

   b. supportive: assisting and integrating claimants in their procedures for achieving climate objectives;

   c. putting more emphasis on ADR (alternative dispute resolution), ODR (on-line DR) and CDPR (collaborative dispute prevention and resolution), as well as negotiations and conflict management.

General measures: similar to those referred to by the Green Deal as horizontal measures. In the area of judicial protection, the most important general measure is improving access to the courts so that those affected can actually challenge illegal measures before the court (particularly problematic at EU level, where access to justice is allowed to individuals and their associations under very restrictive conditions).

Third, the process would result in a rich network and database of knowledge and information that would be made available to other transformation-aspiring businesses, organisations and stakeholders. This would ideally be done through the existing platforms in order to maximise the outputs.

V. AN EXAMPLE: THE SecREEts PROJECT

The SecREEts project aimed at developing a secure and stable European supply of critical rare earth elements, crucially needed in the technological transition, where Europe is wholly dependent on the Chinese and US supplies (more than 97%), based on a sustainable extraction from European apatite sources used in fertiliser production. With pilots and production sites located in three different European countries, the SecREEts project proposed a different approach to REE extraction, optimising existing apatite manufacturing processes and focusing on unused REE sources. Compared to most raw materials projects, SecREEts has the specificity of not incorporating any new mining processes or any recycling: the SecREEts value chain is extracting and manufacturing REE as a by-product from the fertiliser production. Although no new mining is involved, SecREEts still has to adapt its approach to comply with EU requirements regarding social acceptance and com-
munity outreach in the field of raw material processing and manufacturing.

The concept of Social Licence to Operate as defined by Boutilier & Thomson (2011) traditionally applies to mining processes outside the Western world, and it designates the degree of acceptability of industrial processes as perceived by the local community. With some modifications this conceptual framework is still applicable to SecREEts, in a context of non-extractive raw material processing and REE manufacturing. The industrial context of SecREEts, whose innovation mostly consists in developing European industrial symbiosis, implies very little technological disruption for local communities.

SecREEts has chosen to engage stakeholders both locally at the industrial sites involved in the value chain, and at a European level with international events and clustering activities with other EU-funded projects. Working with local stakeholders in different locations, SecREEts had to adopt differentiated methodologies, tailored to the different pilot sites and the different local communities, with their own social, cultural, and economic context.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The transitions will not be possible without REEs and they will drive up demand for already scarcely available REEs. The alternative technologies (REE-free) and the alternatives to mining (recycling) will take years to develop. In the meantime, the industries will have to display their resourcefulness in organising the security of supply in the globally unpredictable situation, marked by a monopoly on the extraction of REE and dominance in production of magnets.

The industry alone will not be able to secure all the materials in sufficient quantities in the short time available. It needs to be encouraged and assisted by the policy makers and regulators, as well as backed by investment opportunities: by the policy makers to recognise the needs in this domain and to secure internationally stable sources of supply and by the regulators to have a clear, supportive legal and administrative framework. For the investors, the role is clear: as the funds to invest in certain activities (mining, for instance) are not readily available on the market, EU or other public financing authorities would need to take their responsibilities for assuring the necessary resources.

The recently adopted EU Climate Law could play a decisive role in raising awareness about the REE and in gaining support for the activities needed to ensure security of supply and thus make the transitions possible.

November 2022 Miro Prek, PhD, LL.M., Prospex Institute
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“The transitions will not be possible without REEs and they will drive up demand for already scarcely available REEs.”
“SecREEts has chosen to engage stakeholders both locally at the industrial sites involved in the value chain, and at a European level with international events and clustering activities with other EU-funded projects.”
“The recently adopted EU Climate Law could play a decisive role in raising awareness about the REE and in gaining support for the activities needed to ensure security of supply and thus make the transitions possible.”
“The industrial context of SecREEts, whose innovation mostly consists in developing European industrial symbiosis, implies very little technological disruption for local communities.”
“The race to meet net-zero is a quest to transform the societies as we know them today. It is not only a technological or economic challenge, it is also cultural and political process that will only bring results if those who are agents of change – everyone - will have a stake in the process and will feel included.”